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Abstract

Isolated Sign Language Recognition (ISLR) fits nicely in the domain of problems that can be handled by graph-structured spatial-temporal algorithms. A recent multi-scale spatial-temporal graph convolution operator, MS-G3D, takes advantage of the semantic connectivity among non-neighbor nodes of the graph in a flexible temporal scale, which results in improved performance in classical Human Action Recognition datasets. In this work, we present a solution for ISLR using a skeleton graph that includes body and finger joints and makes use of this specific property of MS-G3D, which seems crucial to capture the internal relationship among semantically connected distant nodes in sign language dynamics. To complete the analysis, we compare the results with a 3D-CNN architecture, S3D, already used for SLR, and fuse it with MS-G3D. The performance achieved on the AUTSL dataset shows that MS-G3D alone stands out as a viable technique for ISLR. In fact, the improvement after fusing with a 3D-CNN approach, at least on this medium-scale dataset, appears marginal. The transfer learning capability of the trained models is also explored using pre-training with the larger WLASL dataset and post-training with the smaller LSE_UVIGO dataset. The classification performance based on the MS-G3D model over AUTSL does not benefit from pre-training with WLASL, but the performance on the more similarly acquired LSE_UVIGO dataset improves significantly from fine-tuning the MS-G3D AUTSL model.

1. Introduction

Sign Languages are the primary means of communication among millions of deaf people around the world. Any of them can be considered as a minority language coexisting with a dominant spoken language. Therefore, deaf people live with a double communication barrier: on the one hand, understanding other deaf people who use any other sign language; on the other hand, dealing with serious difficulties in communicating with their own family, friends, neighbor citizens and service providers. Sign Language Recognition (SLR) and Translation (SLT) have been historically underestimated by the research community for several technical and also, sadly, funding reasons. In contrast to spoken languages, which rely primarily on a single audio signal stream, sign languages are much more challenging because they rely on visual cues in a person-dependent 3D space, where several body parts interact in parallel at different rates and granularity, with multiple manual and non-manual components: arms, hands, fingers, torso, head, eyebrows, eyes, mouth, lips and even tongue [10].

The advent of Deep Learning techniques and the availability of large computational resources have helped to boost SLR and SLT research in the last decade [23]. In addition, many research groups have compiled datasets to capture and learn the visual cues in sign languages [37]. Nevertheless, a wide representation of cross-language factors, for learning SLR-specific hand configurations and short-term body kinematics, is still missing. These cross-language factors are: signing styles (speed and use of the 3D space while signing), the use of signing classifiers and their location, signs that differ just by the speed or repetitions or by a slight hand configuration change or context, the co-articulation effect in continuous signing, the high speed while finger-spelling, and the modifiers added by the facial expression, and head and body movement.

In the last few years, state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods for SLR are mainly based on a spatial-temporal texture feature extraction step performed with 2D or 3D CNNs backbones in a per-frame or group of frames basis [36, 1]. A subsequent step accounts for long-term temporal alignment, performed with Hidden Markov Models [26], Recurrent Neural Networks [5, 25] or, more recently, attention mechanisms and Transformer Networks [7, 39].
These methods, based on extracting features directly from raw RGB data, are quite data-hungry, since they need to learn to get rid of redundant and non-informative texture from background and clothes; but they have the advantage of not relying on previous image segmentation processes that could propagate errors and, also, they do not need any supplemental devices that could prevent a seamless deployment of the solutions. Obviously, the analysis of just a 2D projection in the camera plane comes with extra challenges like hands and fingers self-occlusion and poor estimation of the distance from the hands to the body, which is an important source of discrimination in sign languages. Although depth information from time-of-flight sensors is a useful complementary information [19], the trend nowadays is to simplify the systems from the hardware point of view and try to estimate depth from deep models trained over paired RGB+D information [35].

Besides, there is a very new research trend for SLR that leverages the great improvements achieved in automatic extraction of whole-body keypoints using, precisely, CNN-based deep learning architectures. Most of the applications that pushed forward the SOTA in skeleton and hands keypoints detection are related to Human Action Recognition (HAR). The natural variety of scenarios for these applications have driven the research efforts towards robustness in keypoints detection regardless of background, partial occlusions and self-occlusions. These methods take full advantage of the properties of spatial-temporal Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [49, 40]. The straightforward application to SLR did not wait too long [13, 45] since it is easier to count on trained models for keypoints detection in the context of HAR (with many research groups and application scenarios) than in the context of SLR (with many fewer researchers, funding bodies and interested companies).

In any case, SLR can be considered a very special case of Human Action Recognition. The main differences are related to the fine granularity and speed of the actions performed with arms and hands while signing, in contrast to most of the typical actions of interest in HAR, and the role that facial expressions plays in SLR, which is almost negligible in most of HAR contexts. These cross-language factors still pose a great challenge to the reliable detection of keypoints and their long-term temporal dependencies. Moreover, the typical shutter speed of commercial off-the-shelf sensors for video acquisition at 25-30 fps is too slow for many dynamic signs and finger-spelling, so motion blur erase hand and finger movement details that are crucial to telling apart many confusing signs [43, 18, 8]. Figure 1 shows how blurring affects the keypoints estimation accuracy.

In this paper, we analyze the performance of SOTA techniques for SLR using raw RGB input sequences versus whole-body keypoints sequences for Isolated Sign Language Recognition. The analysis is performed on a recent ISLR dataset, AUTSL [42], while two other datasets are used for testing the gain with pre-training (WLASL [27]) and post transfer learning (LSE_UVIGO [15]). The main contributions of this paper are:

- Benchmarking SOTA approaches (RGB versus keypoints) over a common ISLR dataset (AUTSL) and applying to SLR, for the first time, the MS-G3D [32] GCN method.
- Evaluating the performance gain when combining multiple streams.
- Evaluating the advantages of pre-training with a larger dataset from another language and, in addition, the advantages of transferring the learned model to a smaller dataset in a different language, but acquired in similar conditions.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, a brief review of the SOTA in RGB-based and Skeleton-based deep learning approaches for SLR is presented; Section 3 explains with more detail the two RGB- and Skeleton-based models used for the comparative analysis; Section 4 presents the dataset and the experimental protocol and results; Section 5 shows the transfer learning analysis for pre-training AUTSL and for post-training with AUTSL; finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and future research lines of this work.

2. Related work

In early approaches to Action and Sign Language Recognition, the spatial-temporal representations were obtained through processing handcrafted features [11, 33, 3], resulting in systems with a very limited generalization capability. The advent of Deep Learning overtook these handcrafted features and quickly became the SOTA in tasks such as action, gesture and sign language recognition.

Recent works have approached these tasks from two different perspectives: raw RGB-based methods and skeleton-based methods. Some methods that combine both methodologies have also been proposed as they complement each other [6].

2.1. RGB-based approaches

Many works have leveraged the flexibility of standard CNNs for learning spatial filters that extract discriminative information for SLR [24, 12, 34, 51, 7, 39], and use recurrent networks like LSTM or BLSTM [24, 12, 34], Attention Layer [51], or Transformer [7, 39] for temporal information encoding. While these networks work quite well for dealing mid and long-term dependencies, some authors showed the advantage of temporally extended CNN for short-term dependencies. Thus, Tran et al. [44] proposed the first 3D CNN for action recognition with good results. Since then, many research works have demonstrated the advantages of this type of filters, becoming widely used in the context of HAR and applied to SLR [29, 46, 27]. Nowadays, the most widely used 3D CNN architectures are Inflated 3D CNN (I3D) [9], ResNeXt3D-101 [17] and separable 3D CNN (S3D) [48].

As described in [20], one drawback of the 3D CNN architectures resides on their final Temporal Global Average Pooling (TGAP) stage, which partially hinders long-term temporal dependencies. To overcome this effect, in the previous reference, the authors proposed the substitution of the TGAP block by a bidirectional transformer (BERT) [14], whose attention mechanism would deal with most of the temporal dependencies. The resulting performance depended on the particular 3D CNN architecture and the considered information streams (RGB, flow or both), in addition to the optional use of feature reduction blocks.

The TimeSformer model [4], an extension of the Vision-Transformer [16], seems a promising architecture for video classification in the near future. TimeSformer leaves CNNs out and focuses on spatial-temporal attention mechanisms to capture both short and long-term dependencies.

2.2. Skeleton-based approaches

These methods accept the hypothesis that all the information needed to decode the sign language message is conveyed in the time-sequence of a set of body keypoints. As mentioned in Section 1, the large number of HAR applications have pushed the SOTA in pose estimation methods. Once again, the incorporation of CNNs into the pose estimation framework [47] boosted the accuracy of body keypoints location. Soon, keypoint detection was extended to hand and face [8].

Temporal dynamics for HAR were quickly tackled with CNN or RNN strategies [31, 22, 49], although these models lacked a proper learning of the spatial-temporal interplay among keypoints in the skeleton. Yan et al. [49] proposed for the first time a spatial-temporal graph convolutional network (ST-GCN), and demonstrated the effectiveness of learning temporal skeleton dynamics with these networks. Multiple works flourished from this idea, such as AS-GCN[28], 2s-AGCN [40] and MS-G3D [32]. Having demonstrated its potential in HAR, GCN-based architectures have now also gained a strong presence in the SLR field [13, 45].

2.3. Transfer Learning

As mentioned before, sign language recognition and translation techniques still have to pave a long and tortuous road before reaching the maturity of current spoken language technologies. One of the main reasons is the scarcity of training resources to learn such a large variety of cross-language factors, that would make these languages fully understandable to a machine. Fortunately, it is possible to leverage a pre-trained deep learning model and use it in a similar task that lacks enough labeled training samples.

The benefits of transfer learning are highly correlated with the similarity (or distance) between the source and target domains. Therefore, depending on the similarity degree, we can encounter different scenarios [38, 50, 2]: i) when both domains or tasks are the same, significant improvements can be achieved by applying transfer learning on a small dataset of the target task to adjust the weights of the final layers, so that the training time and the generalization capability are improved; ii) in case of quite similar tasks, it is convenient to feed the pre-trained network with a larger amount of task-specific data of the target domain and, thereby, train additional layers; iii) in case of a clear mismatch between domains, the better option is to train the model from scratch provided that enough target-domain
Of course, the concept of similarity between different domains is very abstract. How to define the similarity between the HAR and the SLR domains? How to measure the similarity between two different sign languages for SLR purposes? In HAR and SLR the use of pre-trained models on ImageNet or Kinetics-400 datasets is quite widespread \[7, 13\], but not the use of models pre-trained on a specific sign language and, then, fine-tuned to another sign language using some additional data acquired in similar conditions. We discuss this case in detail in Section 5.

3. Methods

In this section, we present the SOTA methods we have selected to apply in ISLR. We used two different models: the S3D architecture as a raw RGB-based model and the MS-G3D architecture as a skeleton-based model.

3.1. RGB-based method: S3D

As mentioned in Section 2.1 3D CNN architectures are applied to a wide extent in the context of HAR. In this work, we have chosen the S3D architecture [48] as it has shown better results than other 3D CNN-based solutions in HAR tasks.

S3D is a separable 3D convolution version of I3D [9], which seeks to reduce the number of parameters to learn without impacting its performance. To this end, the 3D convolutions are factorized into spatial and temporal 3D convolutions. Since many of these 3D convolutions can be implemented as 2D+1D convolutions, the resulting model is more computationally efficient than traditional 3D CNN architectures. In fact, its authors suggest employing 2D+1D convolutions in the lowest layers of the network, where ordinary 3D convolutions would be much more computationally demanding. S3D has shown better accuracy than the original I3D model on different action classification benchmarks. Moreover, the introduction of a feature gating mechanism (S3D-G), which can be interpreted as an attention mechanism on the channel dimension, further improves its accuracy.

3.2. Skeleton-based method: MS-G3D

Among the SOTA skeleton-based methods we have selected the architecture proposed by Liu et al. named MS-G3D [32]. At a high level of abstraction, the architecture is made up of stacking blocks of spatial-temporal graph convolutional networks (ST-GCN), followed by a global average pooling layer and a softmax classifier. Focusing on the ST-GCN blocks, its authors propose a unified spatial-temporal graph convolution module called G3D, which unifies the GCN (spatial features) and TCN (temporal features) modules. The G3D modules are integrated within a multi-scale aggregation scheme, reducing redundant dependencies between close and remote neighborhoods within the graph, to obtain a better performance in long-range modeling.

One important characteristic of sign languages is the semantic connection between the configuration of both hands in bi-manual signs, and between one hand and other body parts in non-manual signs. The proposed MS-G3D approach introduces a flexible mechanism to understand the connected variations between nodes of any part of the graph on a predefined spatial and temporal scale by learning different levels of semantic information of the graph.

4. Experiments on AUTSL

In this section, we detail the experiments performed on the AUTSL dataset. First, we introduce the AUTSL dataset and the necessary data preparation. Then, we evaluate the performance using the S3D and MS-G3D models introduced in Section 3 individually. Finally, we describe the strategy followed to combine RGB and skeleton streams and report on its performance.

4.1. AUTSL dataset

AUTSL is a large-scale, multi-modal Turkish isolated sign language dataset [42] recorded using Microsoft Kinect v2, which contains RGB, depth and skeleton modalities. Its samples were recorded under different real-life scenarios with different backgrounds (indoor and outdoor settings) and different lighting conditions. Table 1 summarizes its main characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of signs</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of signers</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total samples</td>
<td>36,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train samples</td>
<td>28,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average samples per sign</td>
<td>169.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of different backgrounds</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation samples</td>
<td>4,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test samples</td>
<td>3,742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main characteristics of the AUTSL dataset.

4.2. Data preparation

We pre-processed the raw RGB videos differently in order to get 5 streams which were the inputs to the models: RGB, joints, bones, joint-motion and bone-motion streams.

The input stream to the S3D model was the raw RGB video resized to a resolution of 256x256 (RGB stream). On the other hand, the inputs to the MS-G3D model were
skeleton-based data. We analyzed 4 different streams obtained from the 67 keypoints (25 body/foot keypoints and 21 hand keypoints for each hand) estimated with Openpose. We discarded the keypoints corresponding to the lower part of the body, as they are not relevant in sign language, and we defined as bones the distance between two adjacent keypoints, as illustrated in Figure 2. Using the remaining 55 keypoints we obtained the following 4 streams:

- The joint stream: original joint position as input.
- The bone stream: distance between adjacent joints as input.
- Joint- and bone-motion streams: differences between adjacent frames.

We used an S3D model pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [21] which was necessarily fine-tuned on the AUTSL dataset to capture the spatial-temporal information (hand shapes and orientations, arm movements, facial expression, etc.) of Turkish signs. For fine-tuning, we employed the Adam optimizer (batch size: 8, weight decay: $10^{-7}$, initial learning rate: $10^{-5}$) and a learning rate scheduler which reduced the learning rate by a constant factor when the performance metric reached a plateau on the validation set (commonly known as ReduceLROnPlateau). It is worth noting that we employed as total loss the average of the classification and the temporal location losses.

4.3.2 MS-G3D implementation details

We used the implementation of MS-G3D available at GitHub\textsuperscript{2}. All skeleton sequences were padded to $T = 157$ frames. For the disentangled aggregation scheme used for multi-scale learning, we set a number of scales of 8 in the G3D and GCN modules. We kept the architecture proposed by the author stacking up to 3 ST-GCN blocks with 96, 192 and 384 feature channels respectively.

To increase the generalization capability of the model, data-augmentation techniques were employed: random mirroring left-right, adding location and size noise, and randomly removing keypoints according to Openpose confidence score. The models were trained with SGD with Nesterov’s accelerated gradient (momentum: 0.9, batch size: 64, weight decay: 0.0003, initial learning rate: 0.1) with a step LR decay factor of 0.1 at epochs 45 and 55. Four single-stream models were trained using these configuration parameters, one per feature stream: joints, bones, joint-motion and bone-motion.

### Table 2: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy (%) achieved by each stream on AUTSL validation set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Top1(%)</th>
<th>Top5(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>42.58</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3D</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>90.27</td>
<td>97.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>95.38</td>
<td>99.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>94.50</td>
<td>99.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-motion</td>
<td>92.92</td>
<td>99.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone-motion</td>
<td>90.22</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{2}https://github.com/kenziyuliu/MS-G3D

\textsuperscript{3}https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/27901#results
From Table 2, we observe that all the proposed models consistently outperform the baseline, improving the SLR performance by more than 47.64%. Comparing our approaches, we see that, in general, MS-G3D models using skeleton-based stream perform better than the S3D model using the RGB stream. In addition, the best performance of an MS-G3D model is obtained with the joints stream, and using motion streams results in worse performance.

### 4.4. Multi-stream ensemble strategy

In this section, we analyze and show the benefits of applying a multistream ensemble strategy on the output of the single stream models. Specifically, the outputs of the last linear layer, previous to the softmax layer, are combined following one of these two strategies:

- Unweighted sum of the score vectors.
- Weighted sum of the score vectors that maximize the Top1 accuracy over the validation set.

Table 3 shows the results obtained by the different explored strategies, including, in the case of the weighted ensemble, the optimal combination.

The simplest ensemble strategy that best combines complexity & performance is obtained with the scores from joint and bone streams. This combination strategy is the most common in most of the STGCN-based works.

In order to achieve the highest Top1 accuracy, regardless of the complexity of the final solution, the most accurate (both in the weighted and the unweighted sums) is obtained by combining all the models, with the exception of those trained with the bone-motion stream. In our experiments, these scores provided a negative influence when introduced in any combination.

It is worth noting the benefit for the S3D when adding MS-G3D (from 90.27% to 96.51%), but the accuracy increment is more marginal for MS-G3D when adding S3D (from 95.95% to 96.51%). This small performance gain opens the discussion on the opportunity to increase the complexity with a very demanding model in terms of the amount of training data and the computational burden in inference.

### 5. Effect of transfer learning

In this section, we show the results of analyzing the potential benefits of transfer learning in the specific task of ISLR. It is important to highlight that transfer learning was already built-in in the implementation of Section 4: S3D method used a pre-trained model on Kinetics-400 and MS-G3D used whole-body skeletons extracted with OpenPose, which was trained on the COCO dataset [30].

We now focus on the analysis of transfer learning from and to similar sign language recognition tasks. In the next subsections, we present the WLASL dataset, which can be used for pre-training the model of Section 4 (transfer from A to B) and another dataset, LSE_UVIGO, smaller than AUTSL, which can be used to test the influence of the similarity between domains when transferring knowledge from A or B to C. These datasets were collected for ISLR but in three different languages: A: ASL, B: TSL, C: LSE (Lengua de Signos Española - Spanish Sign Language)

#### 5.1. WLASL dataset

Word-Level American Sign Language dataset (WLASL) [27] is a large-scale ASL dataset. The videos were directly extracted from public Internet resources: educational sign language websites and ASL tutorial videos on YouTube.

This database is publicly available[^4] and distributed in 4 different subsets according to the number of included glosses it contains: WLASL100, WLASL300, WLASL1000 and WLASL2000.

In this block of experiments we used the WLASL2000 dataset with the characteristics shown in Table 4.

[^4]: https://github.com/dxli94/WLASL
Table 4: Characteristics of the WLASL2000 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of signs</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of signers</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total samples</td>
<td>21097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train samples</td>
<td>14297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation samples</td>
<td>3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test samples</td>
<td>2880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. LSE_UVIGO dataset

LSE_UVIGO\[^5\] [15] is a multi-source Spanish Sign Language database collected in several scenarios for ISLR and CSLR purposes. Recordings were simultaneously gathered with a high-speed Nikon D3400 and a Kinect v2. Deaf people, SL interpreters and SL students participated in the recordings under lab controlled conditions. For the experiments on this work, only the Kinect v2 part, and the subset of ISLR were used, since they correspond to the most similar domain to AUTSL. The main difference between them, apart from the language, is that AUTSL portraits people at different distances, with varying backgrounds, indoor and outdoor, while the LSE_Lex40 (40 Isolated Signs) was acquired at the same distance and quite a uniform background. These differences are minimized when using only the skeleton-based approach.

Table 5 shows the content of the ISLR Kinect v2 part of LSE_UVIGO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Glosses</th>
<th>Signers</th>
<th>Videos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSE_Lex40 (train)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSE_Lex40 (test)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Characteristics of the LSE_Lex40 dataset.

5.3. Transfer learning on AUTSL

Table 6 shows the Top 1 accuracy results on the AUTSL validation set when trained under 3 different settings: first, training the MS-G3D model with the training set of AUTSL from scratch; second, pre-training the MS-G3D model with WLASL2000 and fine-tuning with the AUTSL training set; third, the previous one but pre-trained with a smaller dataset, LSE_Lex40 (train+val). From these three tests it is clear that MS-G3D trained on AUTSL does not benefit from pre-training with a larger similar dataset and, of course, does not benefit from pre-training with a smaller dataset with almost equal acquisition conditions. The takeaway is that MS-G3D captures quite well the variety of sign dynamics from the AUTSL training set. The learning curves (not reproduced here) showed that the only gain when pre-training with WLASL is a faster convergence.

Table 6: Top-1 accuracy (%) achieved by MS-G3D on AUTSL dataset trained from scratch or using pre-trained weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Top1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTSL trained from scratch</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>95.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>94.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTSL w/pre-trained weights on WLASL2000</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>95.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>94.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTSL w/pre-trained weights on LSE-Lex40</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>95.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>94.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Top-1 accuracy (%) achieved by MS-G3D on LSE_Lex40 dataset trained from scratch or using pre-trained weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Top1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSE-Lex40 trained from scratch</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>85.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>90.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSE-Lex40 w/pre-trained weights on WLASL2000</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>93.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>95.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSE-Lex40 w/pre-trained weights on AUTSL</td>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>97.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bones</td>
<td>98.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Transfer learning on LSE_Lex40.

Table 7 shows the Top 1 accuracy results on LSE_Lex40 test set when trained under three different settings: first, training the MS-G3D model with the training set of LSE_Lex40 from scratch; second, pre-training the MS-G3D model with WLASL2000 and fine-tuning with the LSE_Lex40 training set; third, the previous model but pre-trained with a very similar larger dataset, AUTSL (train+val). The takeaway is that a small dataset can benefit from pre-training MS-G3D on larger datasets and that it is more important the similarity of the domains (Kinect2 and similar acquisition settings) than the number of signs. As a side note, the 40 signs of LSE_Lex40 are different from the signs of AUTSL, meaning that MS-G3D pre-trained on AUTSL really captured fundamental dynamics, useful for other signs and configurations. Figure 3 shows the accuracy curve on the test set of LSE_Lex40 for the 3 pre-training scenarios, where is clear the benefit obtained with MS-G3D pre-training in similar domains but larger datasets.

6. Conclusions and future research lines

In this work, we have introduced, for the first time, the use of the skeleton-based MS-G3D architecture for ISLR.
The intuition behind this selection is that it allows keeping more reliable semantic connection between hands and body parts in sign language dynamics. To test this idea, we have presented a comparative analysis with another SOTA method based on raw RGB input: the S3D. Both strategies, independent training and fusion over a common dataset of ISLR (AUTSL), show that MS-G3D outperforms S3D with resulting accuracy comparable to the best obtained on the AUTSL validation set of the 2021 ChaLearn LAP LSSII SLR Challenge (RGB TRACK)\(^6\).

Finally, we have analyzed the benefits of transfer learning when training MS-G3D models and conclude that the ISLR task for midsize vocabulary does not benefit from a pre-trained model on a much larger dataset in a different language and slightly different acquisition settings. However, when trained on a small dataset, pre-training MS-G3D with a larger vocabulary improves the performance greatly, with a larger increment on similar domains, as in the case of AUTSL and LSE_UVIGO.

This work will be extended with a wider analysis on additional datasets to verify whether the conclusions regarding the opportunity of fusion with complex RGB-based architectures hold. We will also expect to improve MS-G3D results using keypoint detectors, which are more robust to motion blur, and compare the results to a model trained with the part of the LSE_UVIGO dataset acquired without motion blur.
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